COVID-19 Patrol Points

Provided PPE to personnel
- Gloves
- Masks (N95 and cloth)
- Googles
- Gowns

Department Operations Center Opened
- Daily Briefings to track occurrences in patrol
- DOC Notices to supplement emergency policies and procedures
- Control emergency resources for patrol
- Operational center point for patrol

Desk Operations Procedures
- Caller Screening
- Phone reports
- Online reporting

Station Lobby Procedures
- Social distancing
- Use of lobby phone
- Cleanliness

Station Procedures
- Constant cleaning
- Social distancing
- Outdoor briefings to maximize social distancing between personnel

Jail Procedures
- $50,000 bail - now zero all misdemeanors and non-violent felonies
- Cite outs
- Social distancing
- Constant cleaning

Patrol Operations
- Most station personnel working patrol line position
- Surge - Countywide Services personnel assigned patrol operations and directed patrol
- Patrolling closed businesses
- Ensuring non-essential businesses closed
- Ensuring social distancing
- Ensuring parks, trails and beaches closed
- Assisting testing sites
- Patrolling high traffic businesses like hospitals and grocery stores
• Checking on high risk - elderly and homeless
• Standby for mutual-aid - to assist neighbor agencies
• Full service at this point in all areas and stations
• Part 1 Crime down 6.9% (since beginning of pandemic)
• Call for service down 14% (since beginning of pandemic)

Health Orders Enforcement Measures
• Advise of order
• Warn to stop activity
• Cite
• Arrest (least desired)

Patrol Personnel
• 3 positive cases (as of 4/9/20)
• 148 in quarantine (as of 4/9/20)
• 79 out of quarantined (as of 4/9/20)
• 15 employees tests (as of 4/9/20)
• At risk personnel working from home

Administrative
• Critical Incident Review - teleconference
• Case review - teleconference
• Staff meetings - teleconference
• Crime Management forum - teleconference
• Risk Management Forum - teleconference
• Contract city meeting - teleconference
• Justice deputy - teleconference
• LACO Chief if Police - teleconference